
 

 

Class pet lesson summaries 

    The amazing Jango, our classroom pet 

Reading- 

 Before getting our guinea pig students were given a choice of several animals. They 

were put in groups that were assigned to each pet type and had to research about their 

animal. We then had a debate about the best type of classroom pet and our panel of 

judges made a deliberation. They had to write a formal decision that included 

information about how their decision was made.  

 Some of my students are low level or reluctant readers. When some of those students 

are done reading I let them read a few pages of their book to our classroom pet. (Who 

always pays full attention to each word.) 

Writing 

 In the first few months we write a description of our classroom pet without saying what 

kind of animal it is. They can say that he is warm blooded but they cannot say he is a 

guinea pig. This is always a hard writing assignment, so we get our classroom  pet out 

and put him on the floor while watching him. Writing without saying what something is 

can be difficult, but when we start with our Jango it always goes a little easier.  

Classroom management 

 Students with good behavior get to take our classroom pet home for a weekend. (Pre-

arranged with parents.) This encourages great behavior. While students have Jango we 

send home a disposable camera. We send home the same camera over and over and 

when I get ten pictures or so I develop them. Students aren’t use to having to wait, so 

going through the process of waiting to develop film is very new. Then we hang up all of 

our pictures.  

 I teach ESE students and have a lot of students with ADHD. Sometimes, as a reward for a 

great day I will let the student sit in our special chair and hold our classroom pet at the 

end of the day. They love it.  

 


